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INTRODUCTION

“. . . in the entrepreneurial organisation, power is usually centralised in the hands of a strong, frequently charismatic CEO. Such individuals usually dislike submitting to authority.”

The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) in a company has been identified as the chief co-ordinator, policy maker, and motivator. Others have described the CEO as representing the “pinnacle of the management structure with personal responsibility for the success of the company’s operations within the strategy determined by the Board”. Whatever the description, two things are clear. First, CEOs are often attributed with corporate success and they have a clear influence on the activities of the company and others through what has been described as a “clout” position—a position that often allows CEOs to manipulate boards of directors in order to pursue their own personal goals. Second, although CEOs exist in practice, there is little legal recognition of the existence and power of a CEO beyond the recognition of CEOs as being part of the Board and thereby being subject to regular directors’ duties. Inherent in those duties is occasional recognition that the power will be reflected in agency or attribution theory activities but with limited specific success in the recognition of the “clout” of the position.

There has been a consistent confirmation in law that the CEO position does not exist independently from the general duties applicable to all directors. As early as 1955, Viscount Kilmuir confirmed that the position of managing director (the CEO) was not an appointment to a specific and recognised office. It was no more than the appointment to the position of a director who was either a director with additional functions attracting additional remuneration, or else a person holding two distinct positions, that of the director and that of a manager. The position of managing director did not
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exist independently from the allocation of specific duties rather than the
generic duties of a recognised post. This position remains today.

The consequence of all this is a danger that the failure to recognise the clout
of the CEO, together with the ability of CEO to pursue personal interests,
may result in positional conflicts like those identified by Eisenberg. It is
precisely because of those conflicts and because of the power and influence
of CEOs that it is important to consider the effectiveness of all systems of
control, whether internal to the organisation or externally imposed by law or
other regulatory bodies.

The problem is not to be exaggerated, nor underestimated. Positional
conflicts recognise the different forms of personal and corporate interests.
The “clout” of the position presents an opportunity to emphasise these
conflicts. However the main concern of this article remains the difficulty of
identifying and controlling poor performing CEOs and their effect on
corporate performance generally; not just the rather narrower issue of
protecting the company from unscrupulous chief executives.

In essence CEOs are treated like any other director of the company. The
regulatory system involves control at one layer through equitable and
common law duties, supplemented by statutory duties which have been
subjected to review as part of the Modern Company Law review process.

The development of an inclusive statement of directors’ duties is one output
of that Review, albeit little has been brought forward in respect of specific
developments on the role of the CEO. This layer of control places heavy
reliance upon internal enforcement through the willingness of shareholders,
acting individually or collectively to monitor and enforce directors’ duties.

It is clear that the effectiveness of this system of control depends a great deal
upon information and willingness to enforce, together with the process of
risk shifting through the existence of directors indemnity insurance. These
common law and statutory duties may also facilitate enforcement through
state bodies such as the Department of Trade and Industry, notably in the
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area of director disqualification. This enforcement agency faces the obvious problems of access to information, resource availability, and the strict requirements of the statutory regimes.

The next layer of control involves reliance on codes of best practice. The governance codes have been private sector initiatives, supported by the government and financial institutions. Their focus has been to rectify governance weaknesses. This is where specific recognition of the role of the CEO has been present. This can be seen in the Cadbury recommendation that the role of the Chairman and the CEO should be split but that where the same individual does hold the two posts there should be a strong complement of outside directors.

It is these codes, together with the statutory and common law duties that provide the accepted framework for the control of directors, but with limited specific recognition or control on the CEO. It is the purpose of this paper to examine two aspects of this regulatory system. The first concerns upon the operation of internal controls on CEOs. This provides a measure of the willingness and actions of the internal participators in a company to control CEOs, particularly in the situation of poorly performing companies. This enforcement activity, if it exists, is central to the actual control of CEOs.

The second part of this study focuses upon the code recommendation that CEOs should be subject to the control of a strong complement of outside directors. This will enable us to explore the Codes’ response to the positional conflicts identified by Eisenberg and also to explore a model of control that was not part of the recent Modern Company Law Review (hereafter MCLR). This model considers the position of the outside director and the possible development of “gatekeeper” liability.

Through this analysis, the central focus remains the need to develop an efficient regulatory system to control poorly performing CEOs and assist in limiting the potential for positional conflicts. It is the need to control poorly
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performed CEOs rather than the narrow concept of protecting the company from unscrupulous chief executives, that remains the central focus of debate.

This is essentially a legal question – a question of designing an appropriate system of legal obligations and liability. Despite the existence of common law and fiduciary duties, there has been a need to supplement these controls on directors through both statutory rules and codes of best practice. The sufficiency of the Codes was questioned in the MCLR – accompanied with the threat of replacing codes with legislation where this might be deemed necessary. No instance of this threat being carried through can be found. It is the failure of this ‘mix’ of legal controls to recognise the clout of the CEO and to develop specific controls on CEOs that has prompted this study. Recent governance failures such as Enron and World Com highlight some of the inadequacies of the common law approaches to controlling boards and unscrupulous CEOs.

In 1998 Farrar18 concluded that the law had not fully come to terms with the variety of management structures and practices in modern companies. Despite the MCLR, the CEOs clout appears to be able to avoid the modern “mix” of legal controls. This paper proposed a regulatory model to fill the “gap” in the existing legal framework of controls.

**Internal Mechanisms For Monitoring And Controlling The CEO**

Various internal mechanisms can be employed by companies to monitor and control the CEO. These range from shareholder involvement in the company or market controls through to “hierarchical” controls where non-executive directors are expected to take the role of controller and monitor of the CEO. As Bratton19 notes, the corporate structure has been identified in two different ways: either a hierarchical governance structure or market contracting. Pound20 divides corporate governance into market-based solutions and political-based solutions, the former of which refers mainly to takeovers or the market for corporate control and the latter simply to a broad “non-market” approach (not merely a governance role).21 Current analyses on corporate governance are all based on the theory of the firm and the related transaction cost economics,22 which asserts that economic transactions may be mediated through either market or hierarchical structures.
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A historical review of Anglo-American corporate governance structures reveals a circular shift from hierarchy to market and from market to hierarchy again. From the seventieth century, when modern corporations were created, through to the early twentieth century, corporations were governed dominantly by the hierarchical structure of “checks and balances” designed by corporate law. The gradual separation of ownership and control in Anglo-American corporations, recognised in the early twentieth century, has led to a reduction in the effectiveness of shareholders’ monitoring. The finance conception of control, with its associated market governance structure, emerged in the 1960s and was further developed by the takeover movement in the 1980s. However, with the collapse of the market for corporate control at the end of the 1980s, a “non-market” approach advocated by numerous alternative perspectives has risen to shift market governance back to hierarchical governance structure. Ironically, even the advocates of the market governance model began to change their ideas towards “corporate internal control” on account of “inefficient exit” in the 1990s.23

The problem with the claimed “optimal” governance structures in current corporate governance analysis is that there is no solid empirical evidence available in support of their presupposition. The validity of the competing analyses on corporate governance, as Keasey et al.24 remind us, relies ultimately on the supporting empirical evidence. Market governance or hierarchical governance, if claimed to be optimal, must be tested and demonstrated in practices. However, both sides of the corporate governance debate have offered counter-evidence to reject the opposite arguments, and consequently Anglo-American corporate governance practices have experienced both “hierarchical failure” and “market failure”. Whilst the hierarchical governance failure is in relation to reluctant shareholders and malfunctioning boards, the market governance failure is due primarily to unreliable market forces and short-termism. The following examination will show how the available evidence rejects both assumptions of hierarchical and market optimums.

The Case Against Hierarchical Optimum

This section examines the core corporate monitoring mechanisms like the board of directors, shareholders and institutional shareholders. Available evidence indicates the defectiveness of the hierarchical governance structure as it operates through these mechanisms.

Board Failure

Board failure refers to the existence of broken connections between CEO, boards and shareholders, particularly where CEOs have been totally in control of corporations. Self-regulation and internal monitoring mechanisms


do not work in practice and tend to operate in a contrary manner to the expectation of traditional theories.

In conventional corporate theory, the board of directors plays a key role in the monitoring mechanism of checks and balances within the corporation. Directors, as the trustees of shareholders, nominate and monitor the CEO or managing director on their behalf. However, as Latham observes, corporate governance systems in all major countries are fundamentally flawed because the connection between shareholders and the board of directors is broken. Although there have been various different structures of corporate boards, ranging from two-tier supervisory and management boards, for example in Germany for example, to insider-dominated boards in Japan, to mixed boards in the United States, the board’s passivity and lack of independence are commonly two main signs of failure. According to Bishop, in Britain, America and Japan, the functions of boards have been mostly ineffective. In America, corporate boards are in general captured by management. This enables CEO’s to choose their friends, who will not challenge their power and interests, to sit on the board. In 1991, a study found that over 80% of board candidates were filled by CEO recommendations. It has also been observed that in 76% of the largest companies in the USA, the CEO and the chairman of the board is the same person. Sometimes we can see that boards dominated by outside directors remove top managers after poor performance. However, this only tends to occur after a major performance disaster. In Britain, board members, including a non-executive chairman, are often chosen by the CEO. In Japan, boards are usually honorific. The evidence on Japan and Germany indicates that boards are quite passive except in extreme circumstances.

The proponents of reforming the traditional board assume that outside directors (or non-executive directors) with little or no equity stake in the company could effectively monitor and discipline the CEO to reduce the

32 M. Bishop, “Corporate governance”, supra n 27.
fundamental conflict of interest between management and shareholders. In America, outside directors have long been a majority on the board of most big firms.\textsuperscript{34} In Britain, non-executive directors made up about 33\% of the main board in 1990 and 45\% by 1996.\textsuperscript{35} However, “the idea of non-executives” role has proven hollow at best.\textsuperscript{36} Empirical investigations on UK listed companies during the periods 1989-1993 and 1994-1999 suggest that non-executive directors perform very weak monitoring or disciplining functions and have little or no influence on either CEO or board turnover.\textsuperscript{37} The reason is that first of all, non-executives are not independent of management as mentioned above. The shareholders’ election is typically a rubber-stamp approval of the candidates chosen by the existing board. Secondly, there tends to be an interlocking relationship between directors.\textsuperscript{38} Non-executives are in an ambiguous position. Legally they have the same duties as executives and all directors are equal in theory. But in practice, non-executives are asked to act both as team mates of the CEO and as his referee.\textsuperscript{39} Directors are regarded, both by themselves and by those who choose them, as nothing more than senior managers. Thirdly, outside directors often lack both the personal qualities and the practical resources to perform their fiduciary duties. They may have to bear any expenses occurred in investigating company matters.\textsuperscript{40} They are busy people and probably have little time to think about the company’s affairs or to collect information about the company.\textsuperscript{41}

The broken connection between shareholders and boards could be shown not only on the board side, but also on the shareholders side, because shareholders are reluctant to play a role in monitoring and controlling the CEO.

**Reluctant Shareholders**

It has been argued that what is wrong with Anglo-American corporate governance is that far too many shareholders do not behave like owners.\textsuperscript{42} In theory, shareholders as principals have a variety of rights (voice, vote, proxy fight, etc.) to monitor both directors (trustees) and managers (agents). In practice, this mechanism is seriously undermined by many factors.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{34} M. Bishop, “Corporate governance” \textit{supra} n 27.
\item \textsuperscript{35} K.V. Peasnell, P.F. Pope, and S. Young, “A new model board” (1998) \textit{Accountancy} (July) 115.
\item \textsuperscript{38} M. Bishop, “Corporate Governance” \textit{supra} n 27; O. Hart, “Corporate governance: some theory and implications” (1995) 105 \textit{The Economic Journal} 678.
\item \textsuperscript{39} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{40} E. Sternberg, \textit{Corporate Governance: Accountability in the Marketplace} (1998, London, The Institute of Economic Affairs).
\item \textsuperscript{41} O. Hart, \textit{supra} n 38.
\item \textsuperscript{42} “A survey of capitalism – punters or proprietors”, \textit{The Economist} (5 May 1990).
\end{itemize}
The obvious problem is that shareholders have less incentive to actively monitor management. For instance, even if a reply-paid card or form is offered, the return for annual general meeting resolutions and most extraordinary general meeting resolutions is rarely more than 15%. If a form is provided but not reply-paid, the level of response decreases significantly. If no form is provided, few shareholders are willing to appoint a proxy. For most companies the potential votes in favour of resolutions submitted by proxy forms do not exceed 20% of total possible votes. One important reason for the low incentive is a free-rider problem. In theory, a proxy fight is a very powerful tool for shareholders to discipline directors in a company with dispersed shareholders; a dissident shareholder can put up a slate of candidates to stand against management’s slate, and try to persuade other shareholders to vote for his/her candidates. However, as Hart notes, whereas the benefits from improved management accrue to all shareholders, the dissident shareholder bears all the costs, time and effort in fighting against the current board members. Thus, it is quite reasonable for a shareholder to be reluctant to undertake a proxy fight. Another reason for shareholders’ low incentive is that they have often found their proposals useless. According to Strickland et al, from 1986 to 1993 there were 216 proxy proposals submitted in the USA, among which 53 were negotiated (less than 25%) and 163 were submitted to a shareholder vote (more than 75%). Whilst in a negotiated agreement shareholders might more or less affect the corporate governance structure of the company, most proposals did not see such an effect. A study of 866 shareholder-initiated proxy proposals on governance issues at 317 publicly traded companies in the US from March 1986 to October 1990 found little evidence that shareholders’ proposals produced a significant change of corporate policy such as CEO turnover. The average wealth gain from shareholder-initiated corporate governance proposals was not significantly different from zero. The study concluded that even the most successful proposals did not significantly change the companies’ policies or stock values.

Another problem with shareholders’ monitoring is managers’ interference and manipulation. First, shareholders lack sufficient and true information about corporate performance. The content and timing of information distributed to shareholders is determined by directors, whereas the flow of information to directors is determined by executives. Thus, the manipulation of information in favour of management is unavoidable. Moreover, managers often interfere in the voting process in an attempt to jawbone shareholders into supporting them and conceal information from their

43 Ibid.
44 See n 41 above.
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The agenda of general meetings is set by the directors, rather than by shareholders, which significantly limits shareholders’ powers. How to count shareholders’ votes is another way of manipulation. Management can find out how shareholders vote proxies in advance of the annual general meeting. Un-voted proxies are often counted in favour of management. In the process of electing directors, there are no genuine alternative candidates and thus CEOs are re-elected with overwhelming majorities. Also management is allowed by company law to use company funds to promote management's slate of directors. This further facilitates management to act against the dissident shareholder. Due to the ability of the CEO to manipulate voting the shareholders’ annual meeting is actually a meaningless election, "an expensive waste of time and money" (DTI, 1996). The worse thing is that CEOs can use their corporate power to impose commercial sanctions against those who vote against them, for example, not awarding pension fund management or insurance or banking business to their opponents. Note the manipulation by the CEO of Enron in this regard.

In addition, shareholders’ ability of monitoring is restricted by legislation and jurisdiction:-

It is difficult or even impossible for shareholders to bring forward their own resolutions to the annual general meeting agenda. According to US securities regulations, to require consideration of their resolutions shareholders must own a minimum of 1 per cent of the securities entitled to vote on the proposition, and must have held these shares for at least one year. In the UK, there is no standard procedure for getting a resolution on to an executive general meeting agenda.

The subject matter for shareholders’ resolutions is also severely restricted. In the US, the subject matter is exclusive to the conduct of the ordinary business operations of the company or about company elections. Shareholders are reluctant and find it difficult to communicate with each other because the procedures for conducting corporate voting are restricted by law or other authorities. In the US, communications amongst shareholders are subject to complex regulatory requirements. Expensive and time-consuming pre-clearance from the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has been required for all communications to shareholders. Proxy contests are severely restricted. Although the SEC revised its proxy rules in 1992, serious obstacles to communication remain.

49 See n 47 above.
53 See n 47 above.
54 Ibid.
Filing procedure is still required whenever a voting group owning 5% or more in total agree to vote together.\textsuperscript{55} In the UK, although shareholders are not legally barred from communicating with each other, it is still not easy for them to organise co-operative actions.\textsuperscript{56} For example, shareholders lack sufficient money and information to take action against CEOs.\textsuperscript{57}

In many countries, shareholders cannot vote by mail and have to show up at the general meeting to vote. This simply encourages nonvoting by small shareholders.\textsuperscript{58}

The incentive problem also exists for large shareholders, particularly institutional shareholders.

\textbf{The Conflicting Role of Institutional Shareholders}

Institutional shareholders are mainly financial institutions such as pension funds, mutual funds, and insurance funds which tend to hold relatively large blocks of shares in publicly quoted corporations. Since the middle of the twentieth century there has been an increasing concentration of ownership into the hands of institutional shareholders. In Britain, financial institutions held approximately 62\% of ordinary shares in 1993, more than double that of 1963.\textsuperscript{59} In America, institutional ownership of the top 1000 firms was 57\% in 1994, up from 46.6\% in 1987, while institutional ownership of the second 50 largest firms was 64.3\%. The top five institutional holders held fully 10.8\% of all shares in the top 25 largest firms, while the top 25 institutional holders held 24.5\% of the shares.\textsuperscript{60} Thus, after the collapse of the market for corporate control in the US at the end of the 1980s, the role of institutional shareholders in the corporate monitoring system has been emphasised as an alternative monitoring mechanism. Institutional shareholders, as large shareholders, are expected by the new advocates of hierarchical governance to play a significant role in the monitoring process. In practice, the activism of institutional shareholders has produced some positive effects on the CEO’s performance. Nevertheless, the role of institutional shareholders remains problematic because of their conflicting roles both as shareholders and as investors, the compound agency problem existing between beneficiaries and institutions and between institutions and corporate management, the dilemma of collective choice, and the higher agency costs, all of which raise questions about the effective monitoring of the monitors.

\textsuperscript{55} J. McRitchie, “Ending the Wall Street walk: why corporate governance now?” supra n 50.

\textsuperscript{56} See n 47 above.


\textsuperscript{60} J.P. Hawley, and A.T. Williams, “Corporate governance in the United States: the rise of fiduciary capitalism” (1996) available on-line at: \url{http://www.lens-inc.com/info/competition.html}. 
The conflicting position of institutional shareholders has been clearly observed by Short and Keasey, who indicate that institutional shareholders have two roles: one is the role of large shareholders who are expected to monitor company management on behalf of smaller shareholders, and the other is the role of investors whose duty is to maximise the return for the beneficiaries of the funds. As shareholders, institutions should take a long-term view of their shareholding positions and incur expense in intervening in management underperformance. As investors, institutions need to be free to exit and incur the least expense intervening in management in order to find the best return for their beneficiaries. Both roles cannot be easily reconciled with each other.

One major problem with institutional shareholders is that as agencies to own and invest the funds on behalf of their beneficiaries, they may not be accountable. Some scholars find that large pension funds lack the expertise and ability to serve as effective monitors. There are several reasons for the belief that agency costs will be higher at the institutional investor level than at the corporate management level. First, the free-rider problem is more severe in institutions than in companies. On the one hand, the beneficiaries of a pension fund are dispersed and do not find it possible or are not willing to undertake monitoring of institutions. On the other hand, there is no generally accepted mechanism for cost sharing among institutions that undertake collective action like intervening in company management, the result of which is that they prefer to simply do nothing with their fiduciary duties or report lower returns to their beneficiaries if they have to take costly action. Second, there is an absence of disciplinary mechanisms to monitor the performance of institutional shareholders. Trustees are typically evaluated on procedural criteria rather than on their investment performance. The usual mechanisms of corporate accountability, such as the disciplinary threat of hostile takeovers, proxy fights, and other corporate control transactions, are neither available nor largely compromised at the institutional level. Thirdly, institutional shareholders have less incentive and motivation for monitoring because they are merely intermediaries, not the ultimate owners of the shares, and get no direct benefits from attempting to improve corporate governance. The incentive systems of executive compensation used in corporations, such as stock options, are less used and
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more difficult to design for institutional investors. This motivational issue has been evidenced by a low level of voting by institutional shareholders. In the top 250 UK companies, only 35% of shares have been voted. In 90% of the companies, the voting level is at 52% or less. Fourthly, a large shareholder may use its power to improve its own position at the expense of other shareholders. There are two major possibilities: one is that a large shareholder might persuade management to divert profit to itself, for example, by selling goods to a company the shareholder owns at a low price or by buying goods from a company the shareholder owns at a high price. Another possibility is that the shareholder may agree to leave management alone in exchange for having its shares repurchased at a premium (termed ‘greenmail’ in the US). One lesson from Germany and Japan is that although getting close to managers can enhance contestability by providing a monitor, it also can reduce contestability if the shareholder become too loyal to the CEO. Finally, institutional shareholders have no clear obligations as owners under company law. Governments’ acquiescence on the conflict of interests in performing the institutional fiduciary duties further worsens the agency costs.

Hawley and Williams remind us of a compound agency problem existing between the ultimate beneficiaries of institutional funds and the institution, and between the institution and the fund managers responsible for the investment of those funds. The first-layer agency problem is how to monitor the monitors. This problem arises from the inability of beneficiaries to monitor institutional shareholders since the beneficiaries are extremely diverse. Currently there are approximately 100 million beneficiaries in the US. The beneficiaries, as a very diverse group, may have quite different interests themselves. To determine what is the “best interest” of beneficiaries for which the institutions are charged to act may be a difficult or even impossible question. Furthermore, the beneficiaries have little power to hold the trustees accountable. They lack almost all information. Worse still, the beneficiaries cannot sell their stakes in the pension fund if the fund is under-performing, so they bear all the agency costs. The second-layer agency problem exists between the institution and the fund
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manager. It lacks appropriate mechanisms to monitor fund managers’ performance and prevent them from pursuing their own interests at the expense of institutions. Monks and Minnow\textsuperscript{79} observe that fund managers are seldom accountable for the performance of institutional investments. Long-term rolling contracts can make it difficult for an institutional investor to replace a fund manager.

Monks\textsuperscript{80} remarks that when a large and broadly diversified institutional shareholder such as a pension fund or mutual fund, which owns a cross section of the largest and medium-sized publicly traded companies, and hence owns a small proportion of the entire economy, it gives rise to a universal ownership problem. There are two issues here. The first issue is the problem of competition. If an institution owns majority stakes in all of the major companies in a single industry, what responsibility does the institution have to co-ordinate competition? This is at least an anti-trust issue. The second issue is a collective choice problem. What is good for the group as a whole may not be good for the individuals. There is a dilemma with the fiduciaries and beneficiaries of large institutions. For fiduciaries, institutions would like the companies they invest in to maximise profit aggressively. This could lead to externality problems such as environmental pollution. However, for the beneficiaries of those fiduciaries, as a large proportion of population, they may prefer a cleaner environment. The universal owners find it difficult to deal with the dilemma.

**The Case Against Market Optimum**

Market optimum is an assumption prevalent in economics. In the field of corporate governance, market governance usually refers to various mechanisms such as capital markets, managerial markets, and markets for corporate control. It is arguable that, although those market disciplinary tools might work under certain circumstances, the market optimum assumption is rarely sustainable in practice and market failure is often evident across time and space.

As explained above, the corporate internal monitoring mechanisms, typically the board and shareholders, are dysfunctional in performing their monitoring duties. It seems to be logical that when internal monitoring mechanisms are seriously defective, the external mechanisms are expected to play a significant role in corporate governance.

**Control Of The CEO Through Independent Outside Directors – The Creation Of An “External Mechanism”**

It is clear that the Cadbury recommendation for the inclusion of a complement of outside directors, particularly where the CEO occupies the role of Chairman as well, was influenced by the need to recognise and control the clout position and to avoid the apparent positional conflicts that might develop. The background to Cadbury, discussed later, included more extreme measures, including legislative proposals.

\textsuperscript{79} Supra n 67.

\textsuperscript{80} Supra n 73.
Although there has been doubt cast on the effectiveness of the Codes, the basic premise upon which a separation of CEO and Chairman positions and/or the inclusion of a complement of outside directors is an uncontroversial recommendation in respect of the recognition and control of CEOs.

However, there are some concerns as to whether the recommendation goes far enough in achieving the effective independent monitoring and control of the operation and actions of CEOs. The analysis above suggests that there is some justification for greater monitoring and control of CEOs and it is the purpose of this section to focus on how this might be developed. This includes the need to explore the role of independent directors and the possibility of developing gatekeeper liability.

The development of gatekeeper liability and CEO monitoring reflects the fact that it is precisely among top corporate decision makers that legal policies function most effectively to deflect personal and legal risks. It also reflects the concern that monitoring and evaluating the performance of top managers is simply too difficult to permit anything like total convergence of interest between managers and shareholders hence the partial failings of the internal monitoring and control expectations of common law duties. Eisenberg’s positional conflicts may be an inevitable consequence of the difficulties in this area. The function of gatekeeper liability is identified in Kraakman’s model of Corporate Liability Strategies.

### STRATEGIES OF MANAGERIAL LIABILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Enterprise Liability</th>
<th>Asset Insufficiency</th>
<th>Sanction Insufficiency</th>
<th>Enforcement Insufficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of Managerial Liability</td>
<td>Shiftable Liability</td>
<td>Central Liability</td>
<td>Gatekeeper Liability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Using Kraakman’s model enforcement insufficiency exists where the legal system cannot detect or prosecute a significant proportion of offences or wrongdoing. In the context of the control of CEOs that would reflect the failure of the system of internal controls provided through common law, equity and statutory duties to effectively monitor, detect and enforce those duties. One response to this “insufficiency” is to delegate enforcement to private actors (or gatekeepers) supported by a position of absolute liability. This is the preferred system of “gatekeeper liability” advocated by Kraakman. Potential targets of gatekeeper liability include outside directors and lawyers, accountants and underwriters. The suggestion is that these outsiders can simultaneously serve as internal monitors of CEO behaviour because they possess privileged information about firm operations which is inaccessible to public enforcement officials or other internal players. It is significant that independent outside directors were identified as potential “gatekeepers”, although the main focus of Kraakman’s work was on the development of absolute liability on lawyers and accountants as “professionals”. Enforcement insufficiency occurs when both enterprise and individual penalties fail to elicit sufficient compliance at an acceptable cost. Much of the recent debate over directors duties and enforcement in the Modern Company Law Review raised questions over the cost effectiveness of enforcement and alternatives. Kraakman’s focus on enforcement insufficiency was centred on the firm’s top participants. The findings in this area inspired Kraakman to conclude that only one alternative remained, namely the possibility that civil or criminal liability could induce firm participants outside the circle of controlling managers to discover and prevent offences or wrongdoing. The scope of these participants’ gatekeeper liability would depend on the reach of their duties to monitor for and respond to corporate wrongdoing. Gatekeeper liability joins the risk of absolute liability with an active duty to monitor for wrongdoing. It imposes liability on an entirely new class of innocent gatekeepers to reduce enforcement costs, the frequency of wrongdoing, or both. True gatekeeper liability is designed to enlist the support of outside participants in a firm when controlling managers (CEOs) commit wrongdoing or grossly underperform.

The first requisite for gatekeeper liability is identification of an outsider who can influence CEOs to forgo wrongdoing or improve performance. Reflecting on developments in the securities industry, Kraakman concluded that it was easy to see why outside directors, accountants, lawyers and underwriters were likely targets for a gatekeeper liability strategy. Each has, or might have, low cost access to information about a firm’s wrongdoings and CEO behaviour. Contractually or informally, each already performed a private monitoring service on behalf of the capital market. But, and perhaps more significantly, each was an outsider with an independent career and assets beyond the firm. It is believed that an outsider with both a career and assets beyond the firm will be influenced by the reputational effects of any failure of their monitoring and enforcement activity. They have larger interests to consider, particularly lawyers and accountants who have both individual and firm reputations to protect. It is also suggested that if these gatekeepers can detect wrongdoing it would be extremely difficult to entice
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them into a conspiracy or to condone that wrongdoing. On that basis many offences will fail either because the outsiders cannot be corrupted or because the price of corruption exceeds its potential benefits. Thus it is perceived that gatekeeper liability will thwart a class of offences and wrongdoing that are unreachable through enterprise level or managerial sanctions. However, the imposition and development of gatekeeper liability is not without its problems. Clearly there is a cost element and if gatekeepers cannot shift their liability risks they will charge higher premiums. (Although one suspects that if the reputational influences are so great, then the operation of indemnity insurance for outside independent directors will enable the risk shifting required without adversely affecting the incentives to enforce and monitor). There is also concern whether the development of gatekeeper liability through independent non-executive directors might result in a more interventionist approach in the operation of board matters and corporate affairs. This might not enhance efficiency. Finally, there exists the possibility that it may be difficult to identify and persuade individuals to operate as non-executive directors. It is clear that the enforcement potential of a system of gatekeeper liability entirely depends upon the wrongdoing and level of culpability that triggers personal liability and on the choice of gatekeepers and the design of their duties. The problem of the market for gatekeeper services depends upon the sensitivity of potential gatekeepers to risk of personal liability, even though that liability can be shifted through indemnity insurance. It is reputation that is more important. A further issue is the extent to which CEOs dominate the selection of the non-executive director and that selection and relationship may result in the outsider being a captive outsider, only too willing to assume personal liability deferred through indemnity insurance for an appropriate price.

It is in the design of the duties of gatekeepers that we find the greatest difficulties. Do we require them simply to monitor and report to the Board on the potential commission of crimes and the failure to comply with statutory requirements. Or should a broad concept of failure to disclose key information affecting the management and performance of the company be preferred. All of these would require access to information and some of these would require strong technical skills possessed only by lawyers and accountants.

We also have to consider the position of the courts in determining the failure of the duties of gatekeepers and the imposition of absolute liability. Will the courts measure that failure against a broad concept of failure to report poor management, or will they require some more defined and generally acceptable measure, such as the failure to report breach of statutory duties or the provision of selective information to the board to assist in its decision making. One suspects that the courts would be reluctant to consider any broad concept of poor management and would be more comfortable with a more defined concept of duty. However, the greatest contribution would be to assist the board in both its decision making and its assessment of the role and the thoughts of the CEO through the provision of information to the board. In other words a model could be developed which would impose gatekeeper liability on a gatekeeper’s clearly defined role of monitoring the provision of information from the CEO on the CEO’s activities and other agreed financial and market information to assist the board in its decision making. Thus, the focus for enforcement would utilise the non-executives
and their interests in their reputation in order to control the CEO and ensure that information and decisions were provided to the full board for both the effective control of the CEO and the more effective performance of the broader role of the board in its contribution to the development of the company. On that basis we could respond to Kraakman’s concerns of enforcement inefficiency while expanding the Cadbury recommendations to produce a more effective duty to perform imposed upon the non-executive outside director.

An initial assumption to be made in this area is that the independent director role includes a monitoring and reporting and then an individual or collective enforcement role. The assumption behind the Code recommendations on the inclusion of independent directors is the assumption of a role of monitoring the activities of the CEO. This follows earlier recommendations from a number of bodies including the British Institute of Management, that non-executives should have a legally defined role supporting complete independence. Similarly, a private members Bill was introduced in the early 1970s requiring that non executive directors should be compulsorily part of the Board with a duty to report annually to shareholders on their assessment of the quality of the company’s management and of the use of its assets. Similarly, the Watkinson Committee was set up around the same time to look at the problem of how to improve the accountability of management. The 1977 White Paper on the Conduct of Company Directors similarly concluded that non executive directors should provide independent supervision of the company’s management and, to enable them to do so, they should have free access to management information. That report concluded that “the time may come when it would be appropriate to legislate in this field.” There then followed a series of reports and surveys which all saw the value of independent monitoring of management performance. These were the forerunners to the Cadbury recommendations. They included a set of guidelines which were published by the Association of British Insurers in 1990, including a statement on the best practice of the role and duties of directors. These guidelines emphasised the importance of non executive directors being independent and recommended that they be “in sufficient number and calibre for their views
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to carry sufficient weight on the board." The ABI report went further than Cadbury in recommending that non-executives should "acknowledge a particular duty to monitor the performance of the board as a whole." It is clear that the Cadbury Code did not extend to the introduction of a duty. Nevertheless we are in a post-Cadbury position and a duty might now be accepted as appropriate. Other commentators accept the monitoring role of independent directors. Cheffins suggests that outside directors fulfil two key functions. One relates to support and assistance in managerial tasks, the other is monitoring executive decision making. According to Cheffins this will involve reviewing the performance of management to ensure that those in charge are running the company in the shareholders interests and are complying with legal duties, regulatory requirements, and ethical imperatives associated with the operation of a public company. In situations where corporate performance is markedly substandard there are examples of outside directors orchestrating the removal and replacement of key executives. Some have suggested that monitoring by non-executives involves subjecting senior managers performance to ex post review and if necessary taking steps to remove them. Such monitoring offers a way of overcoming management entrenchment. It may also play a part in controlling improper self dealing and other hygiene issues and in combating the adoption of growth and diversification strategies that benefit managers but which may be sub-optimal from the point of view of shareholders and the economy as a whole. Others accept that monitoring by non-executives is a potentially viable governance control but that the operation of the market has not been sufficient to induce satisfactory monitoring compliance.

If we accept that the outside independent director performs a monitoring role, and if we accept the enforcement insufficiency that currently exists, then a number of issues remain in the development of gatekeeper liability. Kraakman suggests that the issues fall under two headings, first the market for gatekeeper services and second the scope of gatekeeper duties. To these we may add a third, namely the regulatory structure. We will consider these heads in turn.

**The Market for Gatekeepers Services**

The market for independent directors per se exists. Pro Ned were active in developing this and studies by PIRC confirm the extensive use of
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independent directors, many of these being lawyers and accountants. Kraakman saw this issue as one of a concern over the sensitivity of potential gatekeepers to risk of personal liability. This influenced the level of incentive to become involved as gatekeepers although one suspects that the sensitivity over personal liability might be overcome through the extension of directors indemnity insurance cover to such outsiders. It has been widely suggested that the main incentive to act effectively in monitoring the CEO and board performance is reputational. Professionals and their firms have much to lose through an association with poorly performing companies (see Enron). Evidence from the United States confirms the adverse effects upon professionals if the market perceives a failure to monitor effectively in situations of poorly performing companies. Kraakman also perceived a problem in terms of reputational implications and suggested that liability could be extended from the individual to the firm. We suggest that liability should remain with the individual, thereby accommodating the wide range of individuals who might undertake non-executive roles and also avoid any issues in respect of conflicts of insurance.

A related issue in the market for gatekeeper services is one of selection. We don’t have nomination committees for non-executive directors. Nor, despite the efforts of Pro Ned, do we have a defined class of skilled non-executives. However there is some suggestion that Pro Ned is widely consulted and nominating committees are sometimes used to promote and appoint to the role of non-executive director. A major concern in the absence of any nomination committee or independent selection process is the influence of the CEO in nominating and recommending non-executive directors. The influence of the CEO is one that without doubt exists, not only in selection but also in the removal of non-executive directors.

We have noted that non-executive directors in companies that perform poorly will be penalised in the market for their services. It is clear that there is value in appointing non-executive directors who have an interest in developing and protecting a reputation as diligent and skilled monitors and there is value more broadly in attempting to create a distinct profession of non-executive directors in order to promote these qualities. While the theoretical case for independent monitoring appears fairly strong, the
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empirical evidence, most of it American, on the positive contribution of outside directors to economic performance is more equivocal. Apart from the vagaries of career development and exposure, one of the most obvious incentives to consider is that of payment and reward. The non-executive director will normally receive a fee for attending meetings and carrying out related duties. Some may also be in receipt of an annual retainer and may through the company agree that they can claim reasonable expenses such as travel and accommodation. In some cases the non-executive director is not the individual in receipt of any fee. The outside director might permanently work for another company or institution and the fees be paid directly to that primary employer as reimbursement for allowing the individual to spend time acting as a non-executive. In all cases it has been suggested that the fee is not particularly large. It is reasonable to assume that exposure to gatekeeper liability might have an effect upon fees, although the reputational effects of a failure to monitor poor performance has not had the expected effect upon fee levels in America. There is rarely any direct correlation between corporate performance and the financial return an outside director receives. In fact, calls for the alignment of non executive directors’ interests with those of shareholders, remunerating them with share options, has met with disapproval, notably in Cadbury and Hampel with the suggestion that it tends to undermine independence. There also exists a view that tying director remuneration to corporate performance may simply duplicate the incentives which already exist. For example, it has been reported that non executive directors are keen to serve and carry out their duties because board appointments are prestigious, often an intellectual challenge, and can yield potentially viable business connections. There is also the motivational effect which replicates the independence concerns of Cadbury and Hampel, namely, if a company’s excellent performance results in a non executive being rewarded richly, that non executive may be more reluctant to speak out freely on crucial and controversial issues for fear of jeopardising a lucrative appointment. Remuneration schemes that induce directors to become deeply involved in corporate affairs affect the directors’ independence.

It is expected that the introduction of gatekeeper liability would enhance the standing and reputation of the role as well as increasing the dangers of
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liability. The enhanced reputation of the role should bring with it other benefits in terms of business connections and intellectual challenge. This might present a sufficient balance in respect of the level of fees currently payable, or the reasonableness of fees to be paid in the future. If the call continues to relate fees to corporate performance, despite the concerns of independents, then one suggests that the agency funded response of Gilson and Kraakman might be one to consider in the future.\footnote{Gibson and Kraakman, supra n 49, at 884-892, where it is suggested that an agency funded by institutional investors be established to act as a clearing house for professional outside directors and to monitor their performance.}

**Gatekeepers’ Duties**

Kraakman\footnote{Supra n 83 at 893.} suggests that the success of gatekeeper liability hinges on the development of legal duties that encourage the detection and interdiction of offences without overburdening the private relationships that serve as a vehicle. This requires a crafting of circumscribed duties to monitor and respond, that above all, do not ask too much from their target. The design and duties must not compromise the non-executive role as adviser, facilitator and monitor. It becomes a complex issue in terms of should the non executive gatekeeper be responsible for the failure to act to prevent mismanagement by CEOs, should their duties extend only to a duty to monitor and report poor performance, or one that clearly relates only to the so called hygiene issues of compliance with statutorily defined duties? If the duties are those of monitoring and reporting as opposed to monitoring and prosecuting or enforcing, then they are likely to be more manageable. It would also lessen concerns over developing sufficient incentives to act. A duty to monitor and report corresponds with the accepted position of independent directors. The position is one that non-executive directors today enjoy unlimited access to company information.\footnote{See Parkinson, supra n 10, at 241 and also KPMG, \textit{The Role and Responsibilities of Non-Executive Directors : A Survey} (1999).} The development of a duty to monitor and report should codify this practice. Non-executive directors should have a statutory right to certain information at declared points at or before company board meetings and audit reports. They would need the skills to analyse and present the information to the board, with a right to report and question the CEO. The development of what might be regarded as such a low monitoring and reporting requirement is one that can accommodate concerns over incentives and concerns over skills deficiencies. The latter relates to the ability of the gatekeeper to identify and exercise a monitoring function. One would expect a lawyer or accountant to be proficient, but equally skilled would be a wider class of experienced non-executive directors. The duty to monitor and present information is one that is also sufficient in respect of making a contribution to enhancing corporate governance.

**The Regulatory Structure**

This invites consideration of a number of matters. First, there is Kraakman’s insufficiency of enforcement category.\footnote{Supra n 83 at 888.} Insufficiency of enforcement can be
measured against the efficiency of regulation presented through the gatekeeper approach. The efficiency can be measured at the level of enhancement of performance that one would assume to flow from using the independent directors as gatekeepers. It is clear that the independent directors are the ones who have information advantages over other possible nominee gatekeepers, such as shareholders. Efficiency is also present in the sense that board monitoring is free from the other problems that are liable to frustrate shareholder interventions, and avoid the very considerable costs associated with takeovers (bid premiums and transaction costs) that significantly blunt their disciplinary effects. Efficiency is also present in that there are some studies that support the proposition that monitoring by independent directors will have a positive effect upon corporate performance and CEO performance.120

The second point to note is that the development of a regulatory regime must be a legislative regime rather than one reliant upon codes or the development of controls based upon market practice. This brings forward the Labour Party suggestions121 that legislation in this area might be required and also supports the ABI proposals122 on the development of a statutory duty. The UK approach in this area has so far been one of developing best practice and voluntary codes and the main cause of concern, certainly for Cadbury, has been the difficulty of removing poor quality managers and the effect of this on corporate performance generally,123 and not just the rather narrow issue of seeking to protect a company from unscrupulous Chief Executives. The introduction of the Codes themselves suggest that, over an extensive period, competitive forces in the market alone were failing to bring about the necessary strengthening of internal control. In this aspect of enhancing corporate performance and the effective monitoring of poor performance by CEOs, the Codes do not appear to be sufficient.

We noted earlier that the Cadbury recommendation did not go as far as the ABI best practice code that preceded it. Even in the MCLR it was noted that the government had an intention to replace the Codes where they were not effective.124 The MCLR noted that the broad picture of the operation of codes in this area required a fresh look.125 We are not alone in thinking that the codes of practice that we have relied upon to stimulate and shape board reform may need to be further refined or even replaced with a more prescriptive approach. The prescriptive approach we recommend should not
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be viewed as replacing the codes. It is not an all or nothing approach. The monitoring obligations of the gatekeeper should be those prescribed in statute through an explicit statutory duty to that effect, but the details of board composition and other responsibilities around governance such as remuneration and nominations committees and procedures, should still be subject to the flexibilities of codes. No doubt such an approach will result in a fresh look at other aspects of the Codes in the future. Nevertheless the model suggested might enjoy the flexible benefits of codes through the enhanced position of regulatory conversations which would be a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the monitoring relationship between the CEO and the non-executive director.126

Finally, a mention must be made of the concerns that have been expressed in respect of the number of independent directors required on a board to ensure effective independent monitoring. Although it is increasingly common in the US for a substantial number of companies to have boards where non-executive directors constitute a majority, it is a rare occurrence in the UK.127 None of the codes adopted in the UK impose such a requirement. The development of the proposed model of regulation and gatekeeper liability does not depend upon the board being comprised of a majority of independent directors. The position of multiple independent directors raises issues in terms of joint and several liability although this is where the code recommendation that a lead non-executive director is identified for the purposes of reporting is sufficient guidance.128 That aspect of the Code should be one reflected in the prescriptive nature of the proposed gatekeeper liability control.

CONCLUSION

Thus we are faced with responding to the insufficiency of enforcement of the governance of poorly performing CEOs. The development of gatekeeper liability to be imposed upon the lead non executive director is consistent with empirical evidence of non executive influences on CEO and company performance in the US,129 and is also consistent with the trends in the UK for developing an independent monitoring role for non-executive directors. It also overcomes the inefficiency of internal mechanisms of control as supported by the studies presented in this paper. The development of such a gatekeeper approach is not without its problems, notably those of incentives and scope of duties, but these problems are not insurmountable. One matter that may need further examination, albeit not an issue that has caused concern in the US, is the position of the inhibitive effect of interference that
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monitoring might present in board decision making and corporate strategy development. This ought not to be a real concern when the advantages of regulatory conversations, supported by the powers and responsibilities of the gatekeeper approach, would present the benefits of accommodating interference outwith board meetings. On the face of it, this proposal might seem very radical and yet it is a natural evolution of both the codes of practice and the role of the non-executive director. It is also not an unusual situation in that state interference through legislation in respect of board operations and management performance is nothing new – in the post-Enron era it might well be expected.